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Reciprocity

Ki d id ith ki dKindness repaid with kindness;
unkindness with unkindness

Readings:
Camerer, C. (2003), pp. 105-117  (Ch. 2.8.4 can 
be skipped)
Sobel, J. (2005)
Rabin, M. (1993)
Fehr, E., and S. Gächter (2002)

Inequity aversion or reciprocity?

• Inequity aversion: Outcome-oriented preferences

• No concern for process
did h b– How did the outcome come about?

– Was the process fair and reasonable?

• One interpretation: 
– The inequity aversion model fits nicely with 

experimental evidence because in these contexts, it 
captures aspects of a more fundamental human drivecaptures aspects of a more fundamental human drive, 
reciprocity: The desire to repay kindness with kindness 
(positive reciprocity) and unkindness by unkindness 
(negative reciprocity).
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The role of intentions
• Ultimatum game

– Assume: Proposer A offers s = 0.2

– Is this offer kind?

• Standard case: Proposer can choose any s    [0,1]

• Would perceived kindness of s = 0.2 change if 
– Proposer could only choose s = 0.2 or s = 0.5?

– Proposer could only choose s = 0.2 or s = 0?

• With inequity aversion:



With inequity aversion: 
– A’s unchosen alternatives do not matter for B

– B’s alternative to {0.8X, 0.2X}is, anyway, {0,0}!

• Self-interest model: 
– Unchosen alternatives do not matter.

Impact of unchosen alternatives

• Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher (2003): On the Nature 
of Fair Behavior, Ec. Inquiry 41(1), 20-26

Bi lti t P h• Binary ultimatum games. Proposer can choose 
between {8,2} (i.e. s = 0.2) and either
– {5,5} (equal sharing, s = 0.5)

– {2,8} (responder gets most, s = 0.8)

– {8,2} (proposer gets most, s = 0.2 – no real choice!)

{10 0} (proposer gets everything s = 0)– {10,0} (proposer gets everything, s = 0)

• Result: Rejections of {8,2} depend strongly on the 
available unchosen alternatives.
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Hyper-fair offers

• Ache of Paraguay, Lamelara of Indonesia
– Average offers more than half

– But offers > 0.5 often rejected

– Inequity aversion: Offers > 0.5 will always be 
accepted

– Potlatch/competitive gift-giving culture: Large 
gift can be an insult
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Reciprocity

• Preference to repay kindness with kindness, 
meanness with meanness

• I feel bad (good) if I think you’re trying to be meanI feel bad (good) if I think you re trying to be mean 
(kind)
– Paul pays Ann’s bill at a restaurant. Ann thinks 

Paul does this to insult her, which makes her feel 
bad

• I feel good (bad) if I can (cannot) repay your 
meanness (goodness)
– Ann’s pain is reduced if, when leaving the 

restaurant, she tells Paul that he’s a snobbish 
fool, insulting him back 

Modelling reciprocity

i’s utility:
where kij = i’s kindness towards j

i’ b li f b t j’ ki d t d ik
~

)
~~

( jiijjiiii kkkxU  

=i’s belief about j’s kindness towards i
αi ≥ 0 = i’s weight for kindness concerns vs. 

material payoff
• Alternative, simpler specification: 

is included only in the multiplicative term, not separately
(you cannot affect the other’s intentions anyway). 

jik

jik
~

(y y y)
Hence: i’s utility depends on own material payoff xi and 
reciprocity. I will use this specification in what follows:

jiijiii kkxU
~
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Kindness and unkindness
• Trying to do good ≠ obtaining equitable outcomes

– What does it mean to be ”kind” or ”mean”? 

• When judging j’s kindness/meanness, i may
id ( )consider (e.g.):

– Consequences: 
• Is the outcome good for i?
• Is it better/worse for i than for j?

– Intentions: Did j mean to be nice? 
• Responsibility: Was j able to influence the outcome?• Responsibility: Was j able to influence the outcome?
• If yes, why did he make the choice he did?
• Is the outcome good for i (j) compared to the

alternatives that were available to j?

– Beliefs: What did j believe about i’s strategy
and intentions?

Models of reciprocity
• Rabin (1993): 

– Normal form games: abstracts from information about
sequence of moves
”Kindness” of j towards i: Depends only on i’s payoff– Kindness  of j towards i: Depends only on i s payoff
and the payoff j could have secured to i

– No inequity aversion (kindness does not depend on
inequity between payoffs of i and j

– No concern for j’s ”type”, or i’s beliefs about i’s ”type”
• Dufwenberg and Kirschsteiger (1998):

– Sequential games; takes into account that the sequence
of moves may be important

• Falk and Fischbacher (1998):
– Sequential games
– ”Kindness” depends of inequity
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Psychological games

• Traditional game theory: 
– Players’ utilities depend on outcomes

B li f b h ’ f d– Beliefs about others’ preferences and 
strategies may affect one’s strategy choice, 
thus indirectly affecting outcomes

• Psychological game theory: 
– Players’ utilities may depend directly on

beliefs

– Geanakoplos, Pearce, and Staccetti (1989) 

”Fairness equilibrium” (Rabin 1993):

• A situation in which no player can increase his 
utility by changing his strategy given everyoneutility by changing his strategy, given everyone
else’s strategy, and in which beliefs are correct
– including beliefs about others’ strategy, and beliefs

about others’ beliefs about your strategy

• In a fairness equilbrium, no player has reason to 
change strategy and/or beliefs, given the strategieschange strategy and/or beliefs, given the strategies
and beliefs of the other players.
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Example: Prisoners’ dilemma

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 4,4 -2,5

Defect 5,-2 1,1

Numbers indicate material payoffs

Self-interest model: (D,D) only Nash equilbrium

2’s best response

1’s best response

Example: Prisoners’ dilemma

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 4,4 -2,5

Defect 5,-2 1,1

Reciprocal preferences: In (C,C), both players think the
other is sacrificing material payoff to help (is believed to 
be kind). Each thus wants to help.

(C,C) can be a fairness equilibrium.
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Example: Prisoners’ dilemma

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 4,4 -2,5

Defect 5,-2 1,1

(D,D): Both players think the other is not sacrificing
material well-being to help (is not being kind). Each thus
does not wants to help the other.

(D,D) can also be a fairness equilibrium.

Recall: Conditional cooperation in public good games

A simple model of reciprocity
– Let si=i’s strategy
– Let bij= i’s belief about j’s strategy
– Let ciji= i’s belief about j’s belief about i’s strategy

• Kindness from i to j:• Kindness from i to j:
– The material payoff j actually gets (xj) minus the

”neutral” or ”fair” payoff to j
– The ”fair” payoff is the average of the highest and 

lowest payoff i could have secured to j.

• Formally, i’s kindness towards j: y, j
kij = xj (si, bij ) ‐½[xjmax (bij )+ xjmin (bij )]

• i’s beliefs about j’s kindness towards i:
= xi (bij, ciji ) ‐ ½ [ximax (ciji)+ ximin (ciji )]

• i’s utility:
jik

~

jiijiii kkxU
~
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Example: Prisoners’ dilemma
Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 4,4 -2,5

Defect 5 -2 1 1Defect 5, 2 1,1

Assume α1= α2=1.

1’s kindness towards 2: 

k12 = x2 (s1, b12 ) - ½ [x2
max (b12 )+ xj

min (b12 )]

Assume that 1 believes that 2 will play Cooperate. 

If 1 plays Cooperate too his kindness towards 2 is

jiijiii kkxU
~

If 1 plays Cooperate too, his kindness towards 2 is

k12 = x2 (C, C )-½ [x2
max (C )+ x2

min (C )]

= 4 - ½ [4 + (-2)] = 4 -½ (2) = 3

2’s believed kindness towards 1: Symmetry, so     = 3

1’s utility: 
jik

~

13)33(4
~

2112111  kkxU 

Example: Prisoners’ dilemma (cont.3)
Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 4,4 -2,5

Defect 5,-2 1,1

k12 = x2 (s1, b12 ) - ½ [x2
max (b12 )+ x2

max (b12 )]

Assume that 1 believes that 2 will play Cooperate. 

If 1 plays Defect, 1’s kindness towards 2 is

k12 = x2 (D, C ) - ½ [x2
max (C )+ x2

min (C )]

= -2 - ½ [4 + (-2)] = -2 - ½ (2) = -3

2’s believed kindness towards 1, c121 = D:

= x1 (b12, c121 ) - ½ [x1
max (c121 )+ x1

min (c121 )]

= x1 (C, D ) - ½ [x1
max (D)+ x1

min (D)]

= 5 - ½(5+1)=5-3=2

1’s utility in (D,C): 5 +(-3)(2) =5-6= - 1 

21

~
k
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Example: Prisoners’ dilemma (cont.4)
Cooperate Defect

Cooperate 4,4 -2,5

Defect 5,-2 1,1

1’s utility, (C,C): 13

1’s utility, (D,C): - 1 

Even if 1’s material payoff is higher if he plays D, he 
will feel bad by repaying kindness from player 2 by 
meanness Thus he prefers (C C) to (D C)meanness. Thus, he prefers (C,C) to (D,C).

Due to symmetry, the same holds for player 2. 

(C,C) is a fairness equilibrium: If both play C, and 
believe the other will play C, no player has reason to 
change his strategy or beliefs.

Reciprocity in a marital investment game

• Consider the following 
psychological payoffs:p y g p y

WHHWHHH kkxu
~
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(Example is from Dufwenberg (2002), copied from a lecture by Geir Asheim)
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The cost of control
• ”Kindness”: About more than i and j’s material 

payoff? 
• Falk and Kosfeld (AER 2006):

– Two-stage principal-agent game (one-shot)Two stage principal agent game (one shot)
– Agent gets initial endowment =120, chooses costly

effort level x between 0 and 120
– Agent’s payoff: 120 –x
– Principal’s payoff: 2x
– Principal’s choice: Before agent chooses x, principal

decides whether to use a control option x>0, forcing the
agent to exert an effort of at least xagent to exert an effort of at least x.

– Self-interest prediction: Always optimal for A to use
control. Agent will exert effort x.

– Inequity aversion-predicion: Agent may choose x > x, 
but if so, his effort is independent of whether principal
chose to use control

The costs of control, cont.

• Results, Falk and Kosfeld:
– Majority of agents exerted less effort when 

control was usedcontrol was used
– Most principals chose not to use control 
– Principals not using control earned more than 

those using the control, due to higher efforts 
from workers

• Kindness:Kindness: 
– Principals not using control gives agents 

autonomy?
– Trust: Principals not using control are taken to 

believe that the agent is a good person?
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Some examples
• Labor market relations: 

– Limited observability/verifiability, incomplete contracts: Perceived
unkindness may reduce workers’ voluntary effort

– Management based on the assumption that workers are (are not)Management based on the assumption that workers are (are not) 
trustworthy may be like self-fulfilling prophecies

• Politics:
– Negotiators’ ability to reach mutually beneficial agreements (when

the agreement cannot be perfectly enforced) may depend on
perceived intentions

– E.g.: Does the labor union leader believe that the leader of the
l ’ i ti ll t t t ?employers’ association really wants to cooperate?

– Climate treaties

Summary

• Substantial experimental evidence indicates: a 
preference to repay kindness with kindness and 
meanness with meanness is very commonmeanness with meanness is very common

• This implies, e.g., that a PD game (in material 
payoffs) can be transformed into a coordination
game (in reciprocal utilities): Both prefer to play 
like the other does.

• In models of reciprocity, a player’s utility depends
on others’ intentions and/or beliefs
– more complex than models of inequity aversion
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Next time: Altruism
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